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Thematic Part:  
 

Facts 
1. Find a starting fact to base, or center, your part of the project around. 

Fact 1: 

 Which fact are you going to use from the class website article? This will be Fact 1. 

 

 

 Document the source using the Documenting Internet Sources guide. 

 

2. Find three more facts--numbers 2-4--each one from a different reliable source. 

Fact 2: 

 First, fill out a reliability checklist on the source. 

 Second, find a fact from that article that fits closely with (but is still different from) your original 

fact. 

 

 Third, document the source using the Documenting Internet Sources Handout. 

Fact 3: 

 First, fill out a reliability checklist on the source. 

 Second, find a fact from that article that fits closely with (but is still different from) your original 

fact. 

 

 Third, document the source using the Documenting Internet Sources handout. 

Fact 4: 

 First, fill out a reliability checklist on the source. 

 Second, find a fact from that article that fits closely with (but is still different from) your original 

fact. 

 

 Third, document the source using the Documenting Internet Sources Handout. 

 

All Facts: 

3. Briefly explain how all four facts tie together. 

  



Images 

4. Now find images that are NOT from one of the class articles that fits one of your facts well. Images can be 

a photo, a chart/graph, a map or an illustration, but you must include three of the four types. 

Image 1: 

 What sort of image will you use for Fact 1 (in other words, what is the image of/about)? 

 

 Circle the image type:  Photo Chart/Graph Map Illustration 

 Document the image using the Documenting Internet Sources handout. 

 

 Briefly explain why this image is fitting for Fact 1. 

 

Image 2: 

 What sort of image will you use for Fact 2 (in other words, what is the image of/about)? 

 

 Circle the image type:  Photo Chart/Graph Map Illustration 

 Document the image using the Documenting Internet Sources handout. 

 

 Briefly explain why this image is fitting for Fact 2. 

 

Image 3: 

 What sort of image will you use for Fact 3 (in other words, what is the image of/about)? 

 

 Circle the image type:  Photo Chart/Graph Map Illustration 

 Document the image using the Documenting Internet Sources handout. 

 

 Briefly explain why this image is fitting for Fact 3. 

 

Image 4: 

 What sort of image will you use for Fact 4 (in other words, what is the image of/about)? 

 

 Circle the image type:  Photo Chart/Graph Map Illustration 

 Document the image using the Documenting Internet Sources handout. 

 

 Briefly explain why this image is fitting for Fact 4. 

 

All Images: 

5. Check to make sure that you have at least three image types circled above. Write down the three types 

you’ve used here: 


